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Working with Tree Branches to Make a Rustic Frame 
 

If you live on a wooded property, you probably have some fallen tree branches. You can use some of them to 
accent your home and garden with wall or table designs. Attaching branches to one another can create a 
problem. I have tried wood glue and hots glue; neither sticks long term, as bark tends to fall off glued areas. I 
also tried small nails and the branches tended to split. I have had success with thin wood screws, chosen to 
match the depth of the joint and used with a drilled pilot hole through the top piece.  

        
Measure and cut wood                                                               Drill pilot holes               Screw together   
 

Once the frame was assembled, I used twine or wire to create a hanger. Then comes the decorating!  You can 
use dry or fresh material.  Dried materials can just be bunched and wired on. Use some raffia or ribbon to 
cover the wire.  If you are using fresh material, you will need to attach a holder for wet floral foam. A small 
plastic pot can be wired in place by poking a hole in the top edge and using the existing holes in the bottom. If 
the fresh design is to be used indoors, line the pot with plastic or foil before filling with wet foam. Reuse the 
frame by changing out the decorations according to the season.  

Dried Materials: sedum, goldenrod, hydrangea, iris pods, poppy pods, allium, echinops, yarrow, eryngium, 
grasses, jewels of Opar, baptisia pods 

 

Mason Jar Arrangements 
 

Canning jars provide inexpensive “vases” for floral gifts. You can decorate 
them with items you happen to have or that you collect from the garden. 
It’s a great use for bits of leftover ribbon, lace and dried flowers and pods. 
Use a glue gun to attach to the jar.  

Saved mesh produce bags provide a way to hold flower stems in place. 
Place a square of mesh over the jar top and fasten with a rubber band. 
Cut any extra mesh away and add the metal canning jar ring. Fill the 
arrangement with fresh or dried stems, adding water first if material is 
fresh.  

Fresh Material: dahlia, dara, zinnia, black-eyed  susan, hydrangea, 
amaranth,  jewels of Opar, sedum, sunflower, verbena bonariensis, 
grasses  


